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“I am grateful to be able to help my patients achieve visual freedom though precise
state of the art eye surgery” says LASIK surgeon Dr. Sandy T. Feldman, Medical
Director of ClearView Eye & Laser Medical Center, A PC.
She has performed over 20 thousand refractive procedures and has the confidence that modern LASIK is so precise
she performed LASIK on her own husband. Twelve years later, he still has 20/15 vision in each eye. Her experience
along with the use of the most sophisticated technology that customizes the procedure for our eyes ensures the
highest probability of attaining the best possible outcomes.
Dr. Sandy T. Feldman attended medical school at Rush Medical College Rush University in Chicago, IL where she
also fulfilled her ophthalmology residency. Additional training followed with a fellowship at the University of
California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA, in Cornea External Disease and Refractive Surgery. She remained on faculty at
the University of California, San Diego rising to the ranks of Associate Professor in Residence and also served as
Director of Refractive Surgery.
As a leader in the field of ophthalmology, Dr. Feldman has participated in FDA clinical studies of Custom LASIK,
and is considered one of the top ophthalmologists in the country. Currently, she is involved in studies of a new
treatment to halt the progression of keratoconus, a disease in which the fitting of contact lenses can become
challenging. In 2009, she was one of ten laser eye care providers in the U.S. to receive the Goldline Award as seen
Forbes Magazine. In 2010, she was awarded the Silver Elite RealSelf award, as well as Top Doc San Diego. Her
center Clearview Eye & Laser Medical Center — also voted best LASIK center in San Diego by CityBeat
Magazine in 2013.
Dr. Feldman was inducted into the prestigious American College of Ophthalmic Surgeons. And she is a member of
the American Academy of Ophthalmology and American Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgery.
Professional athletes in numerous arenas have trusted their eyes to Dr. Feldman; from professional skateboarder
Tony Hawk, to former Iron Man Triathletes Scott Tinley and Lori Bowden and baseball player, Brett Tomko. She
has performed surgery on so many athletes in Southern California area that she is considered “The Athlete’s
Choice.” She has also performed surgery on thousands of doctors including other surgeons, as well as the Dr. Josef
Bille, the inventor of the WaveScan TM device used in Custom LASIK.
Dr. Feldman is considered a trusted expert regularly featured on San Diego TV and Radio stations and important
online medical resources. She is routinely sought out for commentary in Media publications related to vision health
and trends for the public and her colleagues.
We have assembled an incredibly caring and well trained staff to help take care of your eyes, like our very own. For
more information, please visit wwww.clearvieweyes.com or call 858.452.3937.

